
Cabinet or Filler 4 Size:

Will This Cabinet Have a Sink? Yes No

Select Cabinet SKU:

How Many Sink Bowls?

Bowl Location:

4

Cabinet or Filler 3 Size:

Will This Cabinet Have a Sink? Yes No

Add Another Cabinet or Filler Yes No

Select Cabinet SKU:

How Many Sink Bowls?

Bowl Location:

3

Cabinet or Filler 2 Size:

Will This Cabinet Have a Sink? Yes No

Add Another Cabinet or Filler Yes No

Select Cabinet SKU:

How Many Sink Bowls?

Bowl Location:

2

Cabinet or Filler 1 Size:

Will This Cabinet Have a Sink? Yes

Add Another Cabinet or Filler? Yes No

Select Cabinet SKU:

How Many Sink Bowls?

Bowl Location:

1

Note: Only include items that will be part of the same vanity and covered by the same countertop (do not include Vanity Linen cabinets, 
Medicine cabinets, etc. in this worksheet).

Vanity Collection Countertop Worksheet

®

Use the worksheet below for help calculating countertop width, overhang dimensions and bowl placement. 
Start from the left of your design and work to the right, entering each cabinet or filler as a separate item 
(excluding Decorator Matching Doors which will be prompted after cabinetry dimensions are calculated).
Answer any available questions  for the size cabinet or filler indicated, selecting Enter after each entry 
(not all questions will be active for all sizes).
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Total Cabinetry Width:

Is this flush against a wall or tall object on the left?                     Yes No

Is there a Decorator Matching Door on the left? Yes No

Is this flush against a wall or tall object on the right? Yes No

Yes NoIs there a Decorator Matching Door on the right?

Total Width (including any overhangs):

Suggested Countertop Dimensions:

Left overhang:

Right overhang:

Bowl 1:

Suggested Sink Bowl Placement:

Bowl 2:

inches from left to sink center

inches from sink center to right

inches from left to sink center

inches from sink center to right

inches from bowl 1 center to bowl 2 center

Total Sinks (max of 2):

Above suggested dimensions and bowl placements are based on the information provided and are 
suggestions only.  Please check dimensions carefully and reference the Specification Guide for clarification
on sink openings or cabinet specifications. Additional configurations or placement may be needed for 
some design applications and should then be calculated manually. American Woodmark is not responsible 
for any errors in countertop orders.

Vanity Collection Countertop Worksheet

®

Countertop dimensions will be calculated from the width of the total cabinetry indicated plus left and/or right overhang
dimensions.  Overhang dimensions are calculated as:
•  If flush against a wall or tall object, overhang will be calculated at 0”
•  If not flush against a wall or tall object and no Decorator Matching Door is selected, overhang will be calculated at .5”
•  If not flush against a wall or tall object and a Decorator Matching Door is selected, overhang will be calculated at 1” 
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